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Taking the Sino-Japanese War as a turning point, the cultural status of China and Japan 
had a complete and fundamental reverse in the past two thousand years. This important 
event affected the political pattern not only in China and Japan, but also in the whole East 
Asia even the whole world. And it became a watershed where Japanese intellectuals split 
up and made great changes. Meanwhile in the view transformation of macroscopic and 
historical context, a large number of Japanese intellectuals came to China for their 
investigation. Through their researches or travel diaries of China, they began to 
consciously or unconsciously approach to the grand historical narration and became 
people who interpreted or confirmed the "Chinese image" in the modern Japan. 
The research that modern Japanese intellectuals imagined and constructed of Chinese 
image now has become one of the focal points of Chinese scholars. The selected research 
object of the study was the most famous journalist, thinker and historian in modern Japan 
- Tokutomi Sohou who visited China many times for his investigation during his life and 
edited his two most important travel experiences of China into books named "a 78-day 
travel" (1906) and “Roaming in China” (1918) that published successively. The greatest 
feature of these two travel books of China can be described as the most fully demonstrated 
the sharp eyes and keen intuition of Tokutomi Sohou as a journalist, which represented 
the universal understanding of China in Japan's public opinion during the period and 
profoundly influenced the dissemination, continuation and establishment of the ideology 
of nationalism in Japan. Therefore, it had great research value and enlightenment 
significance. 
The paper was based on the preliminary study of both Chinese and foreign scholars, in 
which the author tried to stand in the position of “cross-cultural imagology”, taking core 
treatises of Tokutomi Sohou as basic material, especially these two Chinese travel diaries. 
And then, the author focused on analyzing the content of the investigation of China in 
1906 and 1917, and developed three perspectives to discuss "what is China", "where 
China will go”, and “how to establish diplomatic relations with China". Next, the author 
summarized Tokutomi Sohou’s understanding of China which suggested that he tried to 
construct the image of China and critically examined what kind of thinking mode and 















basis, the author focused on the unique perspective of Tokutomi Sohou as a well-known 
journalist, further explored the ideological roots of Japanese right-wing media, 
deconstructed the “for-Japan” self-positioning and basic logic that hidden behind Chinese 
reports in Japanese media, and reduced it to the own cardinal stand of Japan. So that one 
could obtain the kind of subjectivity as a Chinese, from which to explore the questions of 
methods and ways that Japanese media deliberately misread and discredit China. 
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1.2  先行研究与问题意识 
作为近代日本最为著名的新闻记者、思想家、历史学家，德富苏峰见证了日本
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